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Urban Rural 
Divide



“There is something wrong with our society—which we 
thought was a good thing—which was this disconnect from 
the land,” he told me. “It was part of the progress project, 
wasn’t it? But at no place in that project did anyone think 
what would happen if no one had any connection with 
farming or food. There is something flawed in that.”

Quote from James Rebanks @HerdyShepherd in The New 
Yorker, article by Sam Knight April 27, 2018.

Images from James Rebanks @HerdyShepherd and Sam 
Knight

Is it a divide or a large 
wall?



More people lived on farms

Most people were connected to agriculture

Far less packaging of products

Products manufactured locally

Social license 

Historically 

Horses carting wool at Goolgowi, NSW in the 1930s
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Urban V Rural Population

From: Patterns of Urban and Rural Population Growth, United Nations



The last ten years…



• Lots of great options

• Farm visits/open days

– Great for those that can attend

– If 1000 farms opened their doors for a day and 20 
people visit each farm that is 20,000 people (0.08% 
visiting farms each year)

• Social media

– Range of options (facebook, twitter, Instagram etc)

– Great to give an idea at certain times of the year 
but not overall picture

• Others (including some work by RDC’s)

• Challenge is getting the visual experience over time 
across tens or hundreds of thousands of people every 
single year at consistently high quality at low $!

How can we reduce the 
divide?
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10 years ago 360 degree imaging was restricted to 
relatively high end photography using multiple images from 
SLR cameras

This developed into using cameras such as GoPros on 
specialised rigs to capture 360

Now a range of 360 cameras using 2 lenses to produce 
prosumer grade footage

Can be shared using mobile phones or higher level viewers 
such as Oculus Rift, HTC Vive or Sony equipment

Virtual reality and 360 
images/video

Image from https://www.techradar.com/news/wearables/htc-vive-vs-oculus-rift-
1301375



Identified incoming students had not spent any time on 
properties

Needed better background on farm management – but 
how to get this without going on a range of actual farms?

VR had been used as a novel tool in Chemical Engineering

Adapted and improved on that technology to produce the 
4D farms in conjunction with range of Uni’s and funding 
from the Office of Learning and Teaching (OLT)

History of 4D farms
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The 4D virtual farm

Website to allow student access here

Not available outside tertiary ag/vet
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Future of 4D farms concept

Tools and know-how developed from building the 4D site are transferable across all agriculture industries

The ability to take learner on-farm at different times throughout the year improves understanding of farm 
cycles

Ability to add in 360 video along with images allows better understanding of livestock management including 
livestock handling (from ground level or via drone)

Investigating further projects, ideally with open source outcomes for primary and secondary STEAM 
resources along with tertiary 

Useable across all device platforms to enable range of uses
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Future of 4D farms concept

Used to better explain what really happens on farms – potential for RDCs

Used with 3D models eg demonstrate how milking works in VR

Potential to combine with AR to improve education

Use internationally to improve understanding across countries

Biosecurity based training
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Using 360 cameras in your teaching

Range of prosumer 360 cameras with range of pro’s/con’s

Now (relatively) cheap $400-$1000 gets you a very good prosumer camera, >$3000 for higher end

Plenty of free software to display these videos – function in facebook, vimeo, youtube etc

Advent of VR systems to view content allows much better experience eg. Oculus Rift, HTC Vive etc – in the 
short term these are $$$, using Google Cardboard cheaper but doesn’t allow the same movement
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Thank you


